WHILE ITS ECONOMI C OUTLOOK APPEARS ANYTHING BUT ROSY, JAPAN
STILL OFFERS A GOOD LIFESTYLE THANKS TO ITS INFRASTRUCTURE,
WRITES MARK MOBIUS
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HOPPING IN TOKYO AT TAKASHIMAYA

Times Square in Shinjuku or walking down the Ginza is an exhilarating
experience. Seeing everyone buying
as if there were no tomorrow, you'd never guess
how dire economic conditions were in Japan.
However, the numbers don't lie. The country's
growth of more than five per cent in 1989 contrasts sharply with the expected shrinkage of the
economy this year by four per cent. In 1989, the
stock market bubble peaked at about 270 on the
Nikkei 225, but now sits at about 90, an incredible decline (admittedly with bear market rallies
along the way). But these price declines mean
that for the first time in a long while, valuations
ofJapanese stocks have begun to look like bargains. During the bubble years, the average ratio
of stock price to book value was five times and
now it is only about one time. Average dividend
yields have gone from only a half a per cent to
three per cent. So it now looks a lot more attracMACAU TATL E R
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'' Terroir diffirences do not
mean thaty_ou cannot nwke
good sparklil]g wine
elsewhere. They will;itst
not be the san1e))

subsidiary Domaine Chandon whose wine is marketed under the Green Point label in Asia.
The French producer pioneered expansion into
the New World, creating sparkling winemaking
projects in California, Brazil, New Zealand and
Argentina, as well as Australia, to ensure supply
for growing markets. In his role as CEOjwinemaker
at Domaine Chandon, Jordan also consulted - and
still does -with the group's winemakers in the New
and Old World.
He says terroir - the environment and soils in
which the grapes are grown - is the key, reflected
primarily in the aromatics and flavour of wine.
"While palate structures in top-quality sparkling
wine may be similar to the best champagne- and be
as good a drink- they differ in aroma and flavour,"
he says. "For example, in champagne, aromatics
are stronger in areas such as yeast, brioche, soy,
pencil shavings and roast nuts, while New World
traditional varietal blends often emphasise other
descriptors such as citrus, savoury, citrus blossom,
elderberry and oatmeal.
"Knowledgeable consumers regard the
best cabernets from the Napa Valley, Margaret
River and Coonawarra as world class - but they
don't expect them to be a carbon copy of a top
Bordeaux. In fact, it is seen as a point of interest that they exhibit characteristics relating to
the particular terroir in which the grapes
are grown."
"You can't replicate the unique terroir of
Champagne," says 16th generation Charles
Philipponnat, president and CEO of the House of
Philipponnat, a small, proud, traditional, familyrun producer with a history dating back to 1522.
"Vines are very sensitive to terroir and it makes a
big difference. Champagne has a very cool climate,
it lies on the most northern limit of possible vine
cultivation and the best vineyards grow on very
chalky soils with thin topsoils."
In comparison, New World growing areas are
often as cool as Champagne but are at lower latitudes and, even though some of them are on chalk
soils, most of them are on many other soil types.
Philipponnat concludes: "Terroir differences do
not mean that you cannot make good sparkling
wine elsewhere. It is just that they will not be
the same." il
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Texas is more likely to generate
images of cowboys driving mobs of
cattle across vast plains, oil and gas
- but not wine. Yet such has been
the vibrant expansion of the industry in the last 30 years that its production is now worth more than
US$1.3 billion - an increase of 35
per cent since 2005.
From virtually no presence in the
US wine industry, the Lone Star
State is now the nation's fifth biggest producer and ready to take on
the world, accorcling to Todd
Staples, Texas agricultural commissioner. '1t has come of age," he says.
"Committed people have put us in
the spotlight"
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tive than keeping your money in the bank with
infinitesimal interest rates below one per cent.
After a few days in Tokyo, I boarded a plane
at Haneda Airport for the southernmost island
of Kyushu to visit one of Japan's secondary cities,
Miyazaki. The Miyazaki prefecture has a population of1.17 million and is located in southeast
Kyushu on the same latitude as San Diego.
Being near the warm currents of the Pacific
Ocean, it has one of the warmest climates in
Japan, so it wasn't surprising to see palm trees
lining the streets.
I stayed at the Sheraton Grande Ocean Resort,
a 154-metre, 743-room hotel that dominates the
Miyazaki skyline. It's part of the 700-hectare
Phoenix Seagaia Resort, a colossal development
that turned out to be a white elephant for its
original Japanese investors who built it during
boom years and ran up US$3.5 billion in debt.
The operation went bankrupt and in 2001 was
purchased by US private equity firm Ripplewood
Holdings for the bargain price ofUS$125 million,
with a promise to invest another US$125 million
in return for cancelling the huge debt. They had
to reduce the payroll from 2,400 to 1,400 as the
operation was losing around US$230 million a
year, but now it seems to be making headway.
The coastal resort includes a number of golf
courses, a convention centre, a spacious garden
with Japanese-style indoor and outdoor natural
hot spring baths, and an impressive herbarium,
where all sorts of flowers are on display. Adjacent
to the complex is Miyazaki City Phoenix Zoo,
which houses a full range of monkeys and other
tropical animals, including two pampered Asian
elephants, and Ocean Dome, one of the world's
largest indoor water parks, measuring 300 metres
in length and 100 metres in width. It's now
closed, probably due to prohibitive upkeep costs.
While in Miyazaki I took in the various
sights, including the Shinto shrine, the Miyazaki
Municipal Museum, which showcases the flora
and fauna of the region and a tableaux with
models of the ancient inhabitants of the region
in their natural setting and the ultra-modern
Miyazaki Prefectural Art Museum, which counts
Picasso's Woman with a Velvet Hat on an Armchair
and Pigeon among its collection.
I rented a car and drove along the Oyodo
River in the city centre, the site of summertime
fireworks festivals, and then headed to the
ocean-side highway. Like other cities in Japan,
the infrastructure is amazing, albeit with too
much concrete. There appears to be a great fear
of tidal floods as the ocean side is filled with huge
concrete wave breakers and walls, which make
the few beaches rather uninviting. Further south
of the city I drove along the Nichinan coast,
where there was a beautiful shrine - the guardian
deity of fishery and navigation- hugging the cliff.
Worshippers were throwing lucky wooden balls
into a turtle-shaped stone down near the sea to
wish for good luck.
Continuing my drive along the coast, I came
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Ocean Dome
was one of the
world's largest
indoor water
parks until it
closed recently;
giant clock in
Miyazaki, Kyushu
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across the unique Sun Messe Nichinan (Message
from the Sun) park with its replicas of Easter
Island's moai statues. In 1995, in cooperation
with the Chilean government, Tadano construction company helped restore 15 statutes at Ahu
Tongariki on Easter Island. In commemoration,
seven statues were erected along the Miyazaki
coast. Also at the Sun Messe is the "Bell of
Thanksgiving for the Earth," a monument with
peace statements from various religious leaders
from around the world created as the last wish
of the late Tenko Nishida, founder of the Zen
Buddhist Kyoto Yamashina Ittoen School.
Along the coast I found the famous "devil's
washboard" rock formation, a jagged surface
extending into the ocean that looks like a washboard. Another tribute to the enormous amount
of money the Japanese government has spent on
infrastructure is the giant sports park north of
the beach town of Aoshima. It includes numerous
fields for baseball, soccer and other sports, and
features a sweeping white sports dome in which
indoor soccer and other games can be played.
The next day I drove west into the mountains
to visit Aya town, where there is an unusual
restored ancient castle with fascinating displays
oflife in feudal Japan. The town has a 250-metre
long pedestrian suspension bridge hanging 142
metres above the evergreen forest and a large
flower clock, measuring 28 metres, composed of
about 20,000 flowers.
Leaving Miyazaki, I realised that Japan's lifestyle is good because of the intensive infrastructure investments that have been made over the
years, and that continue to be made. I'm looking
forward to my next trip. ii
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